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Companies have started following the various policies, in order to reduce their time and easy
retrieval of Information. Companies now a days have started using CRM i.e. Customer Relationship
Management Applications, so that they can have Proper Time Management in their Organizations.
In order to reduce the costs of the filing expenses, the companies have started managing their
Business with Payroll Applications. This is where the  payroll Applications comes into the picture.
Big companies have large number of employees. To maintain the data and the records of the
salaries of large number of employees, it becomes difficult to manage. For small businesses also, it
becomes difficult to calculate salaries, and to manage when the employees have applied for leaves,
etc. With On-Demand Payroll, which is web-based, it manages all the employee data, and ensures
easy and fast access of data. On-Demand payroll reduces the cost of managing your most
important assets i.e. your employees.  Payroll also benefits and saves the time of the HR
Management, also ensures that the Employees have easy access of their data and Application for
the leaves. Time and attendance information is also properly managed with On-Demand payroll and
also does the employee portal time punches. On-Demand payroll securely manages and processes
your payroll within minutes. With payroll you can customize your  expenses, and liability accounts of
the employees. Once, you get the On-Demand payroll, then there is no processing cost that the
company has to pay, it can process any number of employees and any number of times. With On-
Demand payroll, all the lengthy tax forms are filled , and their processing can be done easily.
Employees can also be given an option to view and see their pay history and print it. Thus, On-
Demand payroll System should be applied to all the Companies, whether big or small.
SalesBabu.Com is based in Bangalore, India.  Salesbabu.com is a process driven CRM company,
offering a wide range of end-to-end services in the SFA, CRM, ERP and other solutions and
services domain.

Our Motto "Robust Solutions For your Organizations" reflects our dedication towards serving our
clients.

Our Products range from SalesBabu CRM,Fortitude, web ERP, SalesBabu On Demand Service
Management,SalesBabu medSFA to SalesBabu PayPLUS. The SalesBabu CRM simplifies Sales &
Marketing Efforts & in-turn boosts Sales with an excellent support from the SalesBabu team.

Fortitude, web ERP, integrates all business processes across your entire company - including
finance, sales, purchase, inventory, manufacturing and operations. It streamlines all processes and
collaborates across all departments without the need for a large IT infrastructure so that you can
focus on your business. SalesBabu On Demand Service Management delivers the visibility, control
and automation needed to deliver quality service, manage risk and compliance, maximize return on
investments, and accelerate business growth.SalesBabu medSFA makes Pharmaceutical Marketing
more Streamlined.
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